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D eve lop m e nt
Building

Produc tions

SEED Affordable Housing
Brownsville, Brooklyn

Produc tions

SEED, AFFORDABLE HOUSING, BROWNSVILLE, BROOKLYN

In association with NYC HPD’s ‘New Foundations for Home Ownership program,’ five long vacant, semi-contiguous lots in Oceanhill/Brownsville, Brooklyn have
been developed to create a 25-unit residential condominium, coupling low income home-ownership with urban, social and tectonic integrity.
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Greylock WORKS

Regional Economic Development
North Adams, MA

Produc tions

100,000 SF
EVENTS +
PRODUCTION

100,000 SF
LOFT
CONDOS

Greylock Mill is a 240,000 SF former fine cotton spinning facility stretching 700 feet along Route 2 in North Adams, Massachusetts, at the top of Berkshire County
near the borders of New York and Vermont. The 9-acre Greylock Mill campus was constructed at the turn of the 19th Century for fine cotton spinning.

GREYLOCK WORKS, NORTH ADAMS, MA

A vibrant mix of synergistic uses include a Farm-to-table Restaurant, a Culinary LAB with an Incubator Kitchen, artisanal food production areas, a co-work community,
48 residential lofts, indoor and outdoor event spaces, and cultural programs.
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GREYLOCK WORKS, NORTH ADAMS, MA

New Year’s Eve @ Greylock WORKS, 2015
Dinner for 100, 2 DJs and 550+ people
Event Production: Springboard Design
Catering: Mezze Catering

Photos courtesy of Nick Johnson and Tania Ribeiro at Springboard Design

GREYLOCK WORKS, NORTH ADAMS, MA

2016 Williamstown Theatre Festival’s Orpheus in the Berkshires by Lucy Thurbe

Photos courtesy of Daniel Rader

FESTIVE HOLIDAY MARKET AT GREYLOCK WORKS
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The Engine House, 2020
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Materials for the restaurant were harvested from the building. Floor planks were milled to become table tops, steam pipes were welded together as custom
light fixtures, former skylights line the wall as backlit ambiance, and the one-ton hoist beam suspends the back bar liquor display.

GREYLOCK WORKS, NORTH ADAMS, MA

R U N N E R & S TO N E
Bakery Bar Restaurant
Gowanus, Brooklyn

Produc tions

RUNNER & STONE, GOWANUS, BROOKLYN

Fifty-pound flour sacks emptied by the local baker were re-purposed as the formwork for nearly 1,000 gently swollen concrete building units. After iterative
prototyping trials and refinements, two reusable formworks were built to allow the Belly Blocks to be pre-fabricated on site in double batches of twenty.
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D E A N C A R LTO N C O N D O S
Multi-Family Housing
Prospect Heights, Brooklyn

Produc tions

CONDOS, PROSPECT HEIGHTS, BROOKLYN
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B A L L S TO N L A K E H O U S E
Single Family Home
Saratoga, NY

Produc tions

BALLSTON LAKE HOUSE, SARATOGA, NY
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C A R WA S H

Long Island, NY

Produc tions

CAR WASH, LONG ISLAND, NY
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ODD HOUSE

Single Family Home
Carroll Gardens, Brooklyn

Produc tions

ODD HOUSE, CARROLL GARDENS, BROOKLYN

A meandering path weaves though this four- story house - inside and out. A former Brooklyn townhouse is transformed into a spatial puzzle in new concrete
structure. With maximized daylight through faceted fenestration facing an unusually narrow street, this house imagines new spatial living in the New York City.

ODD HOUSE, CARROLL GARDENS, BROOKLYN

Section looking north

Section looking South
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VERBOTEN

EDM Club
Williamsburg, Brooklyn

Produc tions
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MLK JR. MEMORIAL
Design Competition
Wa s h i n g t o n D . C .

Produc tions

MLK JR. MEMORIAL

The Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial is, metaphorically, a World House. It is a beacon and a shelter dedicated to the living memory of Dr. King and his life’s
work. A sanctuary resonant with the enduring presence of his voice, his vision, hopes, and dreams, it is also a poignant reminder of his absence.

MLK JR. MEMORIAL

It is a home to all those who have struggled to secure and defend civil rights, peace, justice, and equality and it is a refuge for those who carry the torch today. It is a
safe harbor for all people.

OTHER SELECTED WORK
Projects + Experiments + Details

Produc tions

TURFS

Integrating the realm of design with the tangible reality of fabrication and a methodology of making, Latent explores, prototypes, and develops architectural
products and processes.

LOFT 3, PARK SLOPE, BROOKLYN

CASA ORBICCIANO, LUCCA, ITALY

CASA ORBICCIANO, LUCCA, ITALY

PRIVATE TERRACE, SOUTH SLOPE, BROOKLYN

FABRICATION

The selection of materials and the detailing of their connections and proportions define the atmosphere of space. Fabrication feasibility hinges upon our tactile
awareness of a material’s capacity, availability, and optimal modes of transformation. We mine the potential of the detail, imprinting its character with the
overriding concept and context of the project at hand, allowing the choreography of details to inform the language of the architecture.

SELECTED PRESS

t he e xch a nge

TRANSFORMERS
From left: Wilco
bassist and Tourists
partner John Stirratt,
North Adams Mayor
Richard Alcombright,
Mass MoCA founding
director Joseph
Thompson, architect
Karla Rothstein,
Tourists partner
Ben Svenson, architect
Sal Perry and chef
Cortney Burns.

the shif t

A SEASON OF CHANGE
This summer, North Adams welcomes a series of cutting-edge
projects, further transforming the Berkshires into a cultural hub.
BY JAY CHESHES
PHOTOGRAPHY BY VICTORIA HELY-HUTCHINSON

Constellation Park featured in New York Magazine

I

T TOOK IMAGINATION for Wilco bassist John

river; a restaurant from San Francisco chef Cortney

in 2014. He was on a real estate scouting trip to
North Adams, Massachusetts, where his band has
hosted a music and arts festival since 2010. “There
were doors ajar—it was basically a squat at that
point,” recalls Stirratt, then hunting with his future
partners for a home for his first hospitality project.
Though the rooms were in bad shape, the bones of the
buildings were strong, and the woodland, dropping
down to the Hoosic River, was remarkably idyllic.
This summer, that old Redwood Motel, built in
1962, will be reborn as Tourists—a reference to the
signs that hung outside roadside accommodations in

New Orleans Airlift collective.
When it opens, it will be the first destination hotel
in this once-great manufacturing town. But visionary ideas have been percolating in North Adams
since the mid-’80s, when plans emerged to renovate
a 28-building industrial campus, the former Sprague
Electric capacitor plant—at one time the city’s biggest employer—into a showcase for cutting-edge art.
The Massachusetts Museum of Contemporary Art (or
Mass MoCA), which opened there in 1999 after a long
gestation, has helped transform the city. “We saw the
[plant] closing, the desperation in the community,”

Stirratt to picture a great art and design hotel Burns of the recently shuttered Bar Tartine; and a
Greylock
WORKS featured in the Wall Street Journal
in the run-down motor court he encountered series of massive outdoor sound sculptures from the

A slew of projects, starting to roll in this summer
with the mayor’s support, promises a leap forward,
further changing North Adams into a destination
for art and performance, accommodation and food.
It may be a turning point for a city that’s dealing
with population depletion, high unemployment and
addiction rates and empty storefronts that starkly
contrast with the well-heeled Williamstown, home
to Williams College, right next door.
A key driver for the new optimism in North Adams
is Mass MoCA’s expansion, including a building that
will double the museum’s gallery footprint to nearly
250,000 square feet and fill three stories (each one
an acre) with some of the biggest names in American
contemporary art. The additional space opened in
May with a six-decade survey of James Turrell’s
work; a collection of massive marble sculptures
from Louise Bourgeois (one of which weighs 15 tons
and has never before left her studio); and sections
devoted to Jenny Holzer, Laurie Anderson and the
Robert Rauschenberg Foundation’s Captiva Island
art residency in Florida.
The long-term projects in the building represent a
big shift for a museum best known for its temporary
exhibits—one or two big shows a year. “For artists,
often space and time are the hardest things to get,
maybe even harder than money,” says Mass MoCA’s
founding director, Joseph Thompson. “We don’t have
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New York–based architects Karla Rothstein

Forward-thinkers breathe new life into fabled elite cultural playground
BY

A N D R EW S E S SA

ARTS AND MINDS:
Clockwise from left,
Tanglewood’s new Linde
Center for Music and
Learning; Wall Drawing
340 by Sol LeWitt at Mass
MoCA; Tourists hotel
partners Ben Svenson,
Scott Stedman, John
Stirratt, and Eric Kerns;
the Inn at Kenmore Hall;
a dance performance at
Jacob’s Pillow; Greylock
Works’ Salvatore Perry and
Karla Rothstein; and the
Music Room at Blantyre.
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eathe new life into fabled elite cultural playground

ROBERT BENSON (TANGLEWOOD), ZORAN ORLIC (MASS MOCA), SAM DEITCH (TOURISTS), DANI FINE (BLANTYRE), HAYIM HERON (JACOB’S PILLOW), NILS SCHLEBUSCH (GREYLOCK OWNERS)

If you think you know the
Berkshires, think again.

Thanks to a group of intrepid entrepreneurs
and creative visionaries, there’s a whole new
dimension to this destination in Massachusetts’
western reaches. That makes it high time to give
the land of rolling hills and tall mountains, lush
forests and open fields, rushing rivers and slow
streams a fresh look — and what better time to
visit than the fall, when leaf-peeping season is
upon us? In the weeks and months ahead, the
region’s foliage will achieve its peak palette of
reds, oranges, and yellows, but, these days, that’s
only part of the draw.
The Berkshires — about 130 miles from either
New York or Boston — have tempted holidaymakers of all stripes for well over a century,
of course. No less a literary lion than Herman
Melville wrote lovingly about the area as early
as 1855, and major American landscape painters
including Thomas Cole captured its pristine wilds
even earlier. During the Gilded Age, barons of
industry built grand summer homes they rather
understatedly referred to as “cottages.” The
Berkshires rose in prominence and opulence.
That legacy of art and culture, as well as
luxury, lives on in the region to this day, with
long-standing museums, performing arts venues,
and historic hotels providing a tempting allure.
But today that new dimension, created by those
entrepreneurs and visionaries, is very much part
of the Berkshires’ present. Though some of these
talented tastemakers and change agents have
come from outside the region — including the
powers behind the Hyatt-owned spa-resort brand
Miraval, which will open its latest outpost here
this spring — they pay homage to the Berkshires’
history and honor its sense of place at every
turn. Whether reimagining long-lived cultural
institutions and haute hotels or establishing new
ones, they are creating places and spaces that feel
sophisticated, stylish, and of the moment.
Here, the openings, expansions, and
renovations that make the Berkshires a mustvisit this fall, both for longtime visitors looking to
rediscover a favorite spot and for those thinking
about making their first trip.

Greylock WORKS featured in privateclubsmag.com
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and Salvatore Perry were driving to the
Massachusetts Museum of Contemporary
Art in mid-2015 when they passed a wreck of
a century-old factory in North Adams with a
“for sale” sign outside. They were intrigued:
“Everywhere you look, there’s history, depth, and
authenticity,” recalls Rothstein. Now, four years
later, the pair is well into the process of turning
the 240,000-square-foot former cotton-spinning
mill and its 9-acre campus into a mixed-use
creative and culinary center. They’ve been
gradually activating the complex with events
and pop-ups almost since taking ownership in
late 2015. The first tenant programming arrived
this past summer when a jewelry atelier, floral
design studio, and artisanal distillery and
tasting room launched. Nov. 23 brings Greylock’s
third annual Festive, a one-day celebration of
regional food and design that last year attracted
100 makers, 25 performers, and 1,600 attendees;
and, this winter, cooking classes begin in a newly
outfitted demo kitchen. Come spring, a casual,
locally sourced restaurant, the Break Room,
created in collaboration with top Berkshires
chef Brian Alberg, debuts. Looking further
ahead, Rothstein and Perry have plans for nearly
50 loft apartments and an atmospheric doubleheight bar set amid the factory’s decommissioned
industrial equipment
in the
former boiler
Greylock
WORKS
featured
inroom.
the New
413-398-9114; greylockworks.com
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this spring — they pay homage to the Berkshires’
history51and honor its sense of place at every
turn. Whether reimagining long-lived cultural
institutions and haute hotels or establishing new
ones, they are creating places and spaces that feel
sophisticated, stylish, and of the moment.
Here, the openings, expansions, and
renovations that make the Berkshires a mustvisit this fall, both for longtime visitors looking to
rediscover a favorite spot and for those thinking
about making their first trip.
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The Ballston Lake House featured in American Masterworks

AIA Interiors Merit Award for Runner & Stone

Progressive Architecture Award for 20+22 Renwick

DeathLAB featured in WIRED Japan

At Columbia’s DeathLab,
the search for a cleaner,
smarter alternative to
burial is a deeply
serious matter
BY ERIC KESTER ’15SOA

36 Columbia Spring 2016

icture six black coffins
lined up in a row. They represent the six deaths per hour in
New York City.
Now pan out in your mind’s
eye to an aerial view of many
more coffins, occupying nearly
every inch of a major street
intersection. That’s 144 coffins,
New York’s deaths per day.
Keep pulling back until
you recognize the streets of
Manhattan’s Lower East Side,
the grid soon filled by the
ever-growing number of coffins planted in the ground per
week, per month, per year.
After a decade, we’re at
a half million deaths. The
burial plots required for these
coffins is consuming all the
street space in Brooklyn and
spreading west through Lower
Manhattan. The coffins are
creeping relentlessly toward
SoHo, where Karla Rothstein,
seated in her office at the architecture firm Latent Produc-

LEFT, TOP RIGHT: BRYAN DERBALLA; BOTTOM RIGHT: DEATHLAB + LATENT PRODUCTIONS

forth coming in the spring 2016 issue of

tions, is determined to solve a
problem that seems as unstoppable as death itself: where on
earth are we going to put our
urban dead?
Rothstein ’92GSAPP is an
architect and the director of
DeathLab, a Columbia research
collaborative of architects,
scientists, and theologians that
uses the coffin-multiplying
image in a video meant to demonstrate the urgency of New
York’s urban-dead problem.
As a specialist in urban spaces,
Rothstein, who is an associate
professor at Columbia’s Graduate School of Architecture,
Planning, and Preservation,
is thinking about what most
of us would rather not: what
becomes of our bodies when
we die, and what impact that
has on the living.
But even more eye-opening
than the scope of the burialspace problem are DeathLab’s
solutions.
Some of these are illustrated
in meticulous renderings that
are printed and stacked on
Rothstein’s desk. If DeathLab’s
designs bear out, the remains
of New York’s dead may
soon be suspended from the
Manhattan Bridge in glowing
pods — or, to put it in more
scientific terms, in vessels
illuminated by the organic
energy latent in our loved ones’
biomass.
This vision — what the
design team calls Constellation
Park — is the culmination
of years of urban-design
research, scientific findings,
and heartfelt sensitivity to
the spiritual needs not only
of mourners, but of society
at large. At first pass the
entire project may feel like a
stretch. But take a deeper look

LEFT: KARLA ROTHSTEIN
IN AVERY HALL.
BOTTOM LEFT:
DEATHLAB’S STUDIO.
BOTTOM RIGHT:
CONSTELLATION PARK
(RENDERING).

into where America’s burial
practices are now and where
they’re headed, and soon you
may see DeathLab’s proposal
as an ingenious and welcome
alternative.
“Once you start thinking
about our burial system, the
logistic imperative of space
becomes kind of obvious, even
though it’s something that’s
not widely discussed,” says
Rothstein. “All of the cemeteries in New York equal about
five times the area of Central
Park. It’s a vast territory. And
it’s basically full.”
It was back in her graduateschool days that Rothstein
became interested in the
peripheral spaces of cities.
These outer territories are
where most societies build
their cemeteries and their crematoriums. Rothstein realized
that most cities — especially
her own — have reached a tipping point: residents who have
lived in Queens for eighty-five
years are being laid to rest
eighty-five miles away in New
Jersey; low-income families in
Brooklyn have to splurge on
train tickets to pay respects to
loved ones buried in plots so

costly that they should come
with a mortgage.
In response, Rothstein is
devising plans for local memorial sites that can be woven
into the fabric of everyday city
life. The DeathLab researchers, all with their own areas
of expertise and interests in
the problems around burial,
have gone on a global search
for understanding. They’ve
visited cemeteries in Beijing and
Jordan, explored columbaria in

Tokyo, and studied how bodies are interred in Rio. What
they’ve found is that the United
States is one of the last nations
in the world that still favors
embalmment and burial. They
also found that the negative
consequences of the American
burial tradition run far deeper
than a simple matter of space.
Embalmment is a preservation process that grants a
small window in which the
body assumes a peaceful image
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DEATHLAB: DEMOCRATIZING DEATH

Photo by KIOKU Keizo

21 st CENTRUY MUSEUM OF CONTEMPORARY ART KANAZAWA, JAPAN.
COLUMBIA GSAPP DEATHLAB SOLO EXHIBITION
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Arnos Vale Cemetery, Bristol England
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Given rapidly depleting cemetery space in cities, increasing urban populations, and the acute environmental toll of both burial and cremation, alternative
funerary practices are inevitable, yet currently unresolved. Our cities require new mortuary options which respond to the constraints of ecology, time,
and limited burial space. Constellation Park is a suspended public memorial, harnessing science while respecting spirituality. The system transforms our
biomass into an elegant constellation of light, illuminating new civic space amidst underutilized existing urban infrastructures.

CONSTELLATION PARK, MANHATTAN BRIDGE

Latent’s Constellation Park won the third place among Top Ten Finalists in the Monumental Masonry competition, organized by Bompas & Parr and Sir John
Soane’s Museum. The 3d-printed model was exhibited in Sir John Soane’s Museum in London and was auctioned at the launching event. Arranged by Christie’s,
the auction proceeds were donated to benefit the museum and Maggie’s Centre, which provides support to people with cancer and their family and friends.
Wired Japan, NPR, OZY, and Financial Times London recognized the innovative potential of Constellation Park. Zawia, an English & Arabic publication on
architecture, design & urbanism, featured Constellation Park in an issue focused on the Sacred.

CONSTELLATION PARK, MANHATTAN BRIDGE

Five miles of walking and bike paths and processional funerary routes thread through the memorial landscape, supporting bicycles, music, laughter, life.
This place of remembrance is defined by, and continually fortified with the cycles and energies of urban life. A network of memorial shrines aggregate over
time creating a cyclical infrastructure of energy and remembrance. In this scenario, grafting onto the underbelly of the Manhattan Bridge, 5,400 lives will be
memorialized each year — approximately 10% of all annual deaths in NYC.

CONSTELLATION PARK, MANHATTAN BRIDGE

Woven into the built environment as an integral part of urban daily life, personal memorials coexist with the collective vitality of the city, offering new
forms of sanctuary and perspective. In this vast new public territory, semi-private, sheltered spaces are nested amidst communal processions and large
ceremonial areas. The stages of grief are respected, but not cloistered.
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SOLO EXHIBITION
From ancient to modern times, architects have
conceived and designed ways to cement memory,
to edify power, and support individual and
collective grieving. Architects, and the patrons who
commission them, attempt to make permanently
visible what will or has already disappeared.
Given the scale and permanence of architectural
expressions, examples abound.

ARCHITECTURE
OnSite: Karla Rothstein

ARCHIT
Karla Rothstein is a practicing architect, co-founder
and design director at LATENT Productions based
in Manhattan, NY. LATENT’s current building projects
include 25 units of affordable housing for home
ownership in Brownsville, Brooklyn, remediation
of brownfield conditions and the revivification of
a 9-acre, 240,000 SF former cotton-spinning mill
campus in the Berkshires, and a meandering private
vertical oasis in Carroll Gardens in New York City.

Others, more conceptual instances, include Einstein’s
Tomb (1980) by Lebbeus Woods which was designed
as a cruciform structure carried out to space like a
satellite and left to meander among the planets of
our galaxy. It has no fixed orientation and contains
no ashes of the genius.
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In contrast, first published in 2013, Constellation Park
is an open web structure designed to be suspended
under a bridge. Within its woven public promenade,
private repositories are laid out to hold individual
remains. Furthermore, making poetry with light,
the visible luminescence is generated by the
natural process of decomposition. Rothstein and
collaborators have made the invisible visible.
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At times they take the subtle manipulated form
of the landscaped setting of a cemetery such as
the Woodland Cemetery and Chapel (1915-1937) in
Stockholm, Sweden, by Erik Gunnar Asplund with
Sigurd Lewerentz. A departure from the dense and
urban “city of the dead” model with its long and
continuing tradition.

OnSite is an intimate exhibition series in the Kantor Lobby of the
Benenson Center at Art Omi that focuses on architectural experiments
and contemporary practices of architects.

October 6 - November 4, 2018
ART OMI, Ghent, NY

OnSite: Ka

Rothstein is also the founder and director of
Columbia University’s DeathLAB, a cross-disciplinary
research and design initiative housed at the
Graduate School of Architecture, Planning and
Preservation (GSAPP) where she has taught graduate
design studios for twenty years. Her professional and
academic work has been published and reviewed
internationally. In addition to numerous articles in
diverse journals, it is included in Kenneth Frampton’s
American Masterworks: Houses of the Twentieth
and Twenty First Century (Rizzoli, 2008) and in Our
Changing Journey to the End: Reshaping Death, Dying,
and Grief in America (ABC-CLIO, Praeger, 2013).

Art Omi: Architecture facilitates projects exploring the intersection of
architecture, art and landscape by architects. Through curated exhibitions
in the Architecture Fields and the Benenson Center galleries and a new
residency program, Art Omi: Architecture actively engages with, and
introduces the work of, architects and designers at the forefront of
experimentation, innovation, and exploration. Since 2016, architect Warren
James has served as Director of Art Omi: Architecture.

Rothstein and co-Principal Investigator Kartik
Chandran have recently completed research related
to alternative corpse disposition, funded by the Earth
Institute’s Cross Cutting Initiative. A solo exhibition
at the 21st Century Museum of Contemporary Art in
Kanazawa, Japan, entitled DeathLAB: Democratizing
Death, features the lab’s research, design proposals,
and interviews. It is on view through March 2019.
Exhibition Credits: The architectural model on view was created for this
exhibition. All images and video provided courtesy of the architect, LATENT
Productions, and DeathLAB.
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